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Cost savings
Enjoy multiple services and 
centralized solutions in a single 
provider and application.

Professionalism
Backed by great professionals in 
the sector, with more than 20 
years of experience.

Global Solution
Global support and solutions 
designed for small and 
large-scale projects.

Financing and Renting
We offer one-time purchase, 
SaaS and renting products and 
services.

We cover the entire chain
Comprehensive service in 
different locations, continents 
and in various languages

CallCenter 24/7
Atención telefónica gratuita con 
soporte y formación continua 
para el personal del hotel

We are the most complete digital communication platform

in the market. In Hoteligy you will find all the communica-

tion products and services gathered in a single support, a 

single click will be enough to update everything.

Why
Choose us?
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Electronic TentCards
Buffet
Automate buffet labeling

We mechanize the entire labeling process of your buffet and save 

more than 2 hours of daily work for the catering staff. Our labels are 

100% ecological and are fully automated. They are multi-language 

and contain complete information about the allergens in each recipe..

They can also include icons, logos, allergens and text in various 

languages. Effortlessly give your guests all the necessary informa-

tion about any dish.
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Informational Screens
In transit areas
Lack of information is one of the biggest problems in 
70% of hotels.

Digital signage devices in elevators, reception, lobby or 

even outdoors help enormously in improving

communication with the guest and in sending information, 

about everything that happens in the hotel facilities.

Led Screens | Elevators | VideoWall
Wireless connection with centralized management and updating 

from the cloud, compatible with all types of screens and formats.
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Corporate  Television
in the rooms
The ideal solution to improve upselling

The hptel’s corporate television is one of the best tools to 

promote upselling and consumption of internal services.
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Minimum Investment 
A small MediaPlayer will be enough to cover all the hotel 

rooms.

Thanks to our CMS Manager and a systematic schedule, 

you will be able to display different content depending on 

the time and day of the week.

Show at all times information, promotions and content 

that are really relevant to your customers. All this 

managed comfortably from our powerful cloud platform.
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Interactive Totem
In affluent areas
The most complete interactive platform

Fully automated terminal with advanced integrated functions; Its large 

screen makes it a perfect marketing tool to boost upselling and 

promote reservations for restaurants, Balinese beds and other prod-

ucts or services.

Recessed | In support | Wall mounts
Customizable: choose a color, if you prefer to embed the screen in a 

furniture or wall, or installed on a floor support.
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Lector NFC / RFID Impresora de ticketsIntegrable con PMS

A complete automated information and management 
terminal that can be integrated with the hotel systems.
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WEBAPP
For hotels and Resorts
The most complete and flexible app on the market

The Web App version of our platform allows its guests to have all the 

information and services of the Hotel at the moment and without the 

need for downloads. After connecting to the venue's Wi-Fi network, the 

App will be your best welcome letter.
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11 Languages
Support of up to 11 languages, in addition 

the app will detect the client's language 

automatically, thus improving the user 

experience.

WebAPP
The best of the web with the experience of 

a native APP, ideal for the Hotel sector 

where information is consumed instantly.

QR scanner
Regardless of the operating system or 

mobile brand, in our app all QRs are 

scanned in the same way thanks to the QR 

reader.

Notifications
A new way of communicating with the 

guest, sending notifications and in-stay 

marketing campaigns in an automated 

way.

Customizable
Fully customizable to comply with the 

hotel's corporate guide, Fonts and Colors. 

We will get along with marketing.

PMS integration
Integrable with almost all PMS on the 

market. We have our own API but if your 

PMS allows it, we connect to them at no 

additional cost to you.



With our APP for hotels you can say goodbye to the classic paper room 

directory.

Centralize all the information relevant to the stay and room in our 

application for hotels. Visual information, correctly cataloged and 

available in up to 11 languages.

Digital Directory
in the rooms

All information in one place

Hoteligy
upselling experience

Utility example
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Say goodbye to paper menus, with our app for hotels, restaurants and 

hotel outlets will enjoy a complete digital and interactive menu where 

your guests can check the prices of each of their products. A complete 

menu that goes much further than just publishing a simple pdf online, a 

menu adapted 100% to mobile phones that improves the guest 

experience.

Menus accessible from the Application itself or from a dynamic QR code.

Digital Menu with QR
For point of sales

Ideal for Bars, Restaurants and Spa

Hoteligy
upselling experience

Utility Example
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Entertainment panels are a thing of the past. From the application, your 

guests will have quick and easy access to the entire activity program, 

both day and night. A complete interactive agenda, with images, 

description, and schedules with the programming for the next 7 days.

Capacity and attendance problems? Not a problem anymore. With our 

app, clients will have the possibility to book a place in advance.

Digital Interactive Agenda
Entertainment and Activities

With bookingand capacity control

Hoteligy
upselling experience

Utility Example
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Avoid negative opinions on online platforms, know before anyone else 

the opinion of your customers and ensure that when they leave the hotel 

they do so with a positive opinion. Thanks to our powerful survey 

platform you can collect from the app, different opinions and 

generalized evaluations or by service.

Automate survey delivery based on customer actions. "3 days after 

arrival at the hotel", "the day after visiting the spa or restaurant" or simply 

30 minutes after checking out.

Satisfaction Surveys
Customer rating

Goodbye to paper questionnaires

Hoteligy
upselling experience

Utility Example
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Does your front desk still spend the day handing out printed paper 

maps? Thanks to the interactive maps of the application, your guests will 

not only be able to consult the location of each point of interest, but they 

will also be able to see their current position on the map.

    

     Description of each point of interest

     Filters and categories for easy organization

     Direct link to the page of the point of sale or service

Interactive Map
Plan of your facilities

Dynamic and with Geolocation

Hoteligy
upselling experience

Utility Example
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Thanks to its own booking system, your clients will be able to check 

availability of any of the services offered at the hotel «Restaurants, 

Activities, Spa, Gyms or even excursions».

A complete booking engine developed specifically for the hotel sector 

will automatically manage availability, quotas and time slots without 

staff intervention.

Thanks to the Upselling module, during the reservation process you can 

recommend products to easily increase your revenue

Service Bookings
Gym, Restaurants and Spa

Ideal for controlling capacity and availability

Hoteligy
upselling experience

Utility Example
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Problems in the room? No hot water or air conditioning not working? 

Don't worry, Your clients will be able to use the hotel's application to 

report all the incidents they need. Thanks to the user area, they will be 

able to check the status of each one of them or the possible notes that 

the hotel staff may have left.

The hotel staff will be able to control and manage all incidents from the 

management panel.

Incident Report
Simple task manager

All incidents under control

Hoteligy
upselling experience

Utility Example
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Your guests will not only have access to a complete digital Room service 

Menu and service hours, but they will also be able to place orders from 

the hotel's own app. A complete ordering platform, with prices according 

to the board type, images, descriptions and allergies.

Room Service
Complete order module

You can finally offer an efficient service

Hoteligy
upselling experience

Utility Example
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¿Sus clientes se pierden entre tanto número de extensión? ¿Las líneas de 

teléfono están saturadas? Olvídese de estos problemas, sus clientes 

podrán realizar todas las peticiones fácilmente desde la aplicación del 

hotel. Ya sea para pedir una cuna, una cama extra o un cambio de 

habitación. Todo lo que se pueda imaginar tiene cabida en nuestro 

servicio de E-Concierge, ya sean peticiones gratuitas como con coste 

adicional para el cliente.

Su personal podrá organizar, catalogar y gestionar todas las solicitudes 

de los huéspedes desde un único panel del control

E-concierge requests
Simple task manager

Peticiones y Servicios adicionales

Hoteligy
upselling experience

Utility Example
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Your guests will be able to communicate easily and in real time with the 

PR staff, from your own device and anywhere in the hotel. 

All this without queuing!

Your staff will be able to attend several clients simultaneously, thus 

increasing their productivity and performance! Multitasking Staff!

Also with Premium Quicktext and you can enjoy a

  powerful Omnichannel ChatBot with artificial intelligence

Integrated Live Chat
Comunication in real time

A new way of communication with the guest

Hoteligy
upselling experience

Utility Example
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Thanks to our powerful multi-channel notifications module you will be 

able to create automated marketing campaigns aimed at improving the 

hotel's revenue with little effort. Email, Push messages or Popups In APP 

are some of the communication channels available.

    Segmented Shipping

     Automated campaigns

     Campaign scheduling

     Individual shipments per room

In-Stay Marketing
Push, Mail and PopUps

A new way of communication with the guest

Hoteligy
upselling experience

Utility Example
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Digital Content
Management
We update and maintain the content for you.
At Hoteligy, if you wish, we create and manage the multimedia 

content of your screens, adapting to your needs and those of your 

customers. We will work following your guidelines and always 

maintaining the hotel's design patterns.

Take advantage of your time with tasks that really matter, we will 

take care of the rest.
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THE ADVANTAGES

Encourage consumption in à la carte restaurants.

Streamlines reservation management.

Save staff time

| In Marketing and Communication

| For Management

| Economic

| Food and Beverage

Management and updating of content and 

information from the cloud, easy and centralized.

Complete usage statistics.

Automatic and free updates.

Working normally in case of internet disconnection.

Modular and flexible solution that can incorporate 

new functions on demand.

Integrable solution with most Hotel PMS systems 

such as SAP, Navision, etc.

| Benefits of Our Solution

Improved communication with the guest.

Offers an image of modernity.

Incorporates a new communication and sales channel.

Allows you to stand out and differentiate yourself from the competition.

Unifies the image of the chain's hotels.

Considerable savings in printing costs.

Improve the sale of hotel products and services.

Help in customer loyalty.

Help in decision making

Allows to collect more information and data.

Reduces the workload in various departments.
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Contact
Central Office

C.C Arcade, Local 11-A
38660, Arona
Spain - Canary Islands

Phone

spain: (+34) 922 97 03 36
Mexico: (+52) 984 242 0008

Web & Mail

Email:   hola@hoteligy.com
Web:    www.hoteligy.com

We are touch
We are digital
Young, Dynamic and Pioneer Company in touch 
solutions for hospitality and tourism.

Utility model patent since 2012

Facilities operating in more than 150 hotels..

10 years of experience.

Development of own and adapted Software.

Centralized solutions for large-scale projects

More than 500.000 daily interactions with our platform

Hoteligy
upselling experience
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